Leading Edge Solutions With Traditional Service Values™

Stanley Signature Service

Features:
- 24/7 call center
- Small Routes
- Enterprise® Service Management
- Maintenance Control Program
- Stand alone State Testing Department
- Mobile Parts Inventory
- Access to 7,000 Parts Warehoused Locally
- ITS Technical Support

We recognize that happy tenants make happy building owners. At Stanley, it is our mission to ensure a positive elevator experience for the tenants in your building.

Maintain Our maintenance plans are specifically designed to keep elevators running consistently by finding, diagnosing, and fixing elevator problems before they cause a shutdown saving expensive and lengthy repair work.

Repair Should an emergency elevator repair become necessary, Stanley is prepared, capable, and on-call 24/7/365 to fix the issue quickly. With an experienced team of industry professionals trained to repair every elevator brand, we are prepared to take your call.

Modernize Living and working in historic New England, we know there are an abundance of older buildings. While we are fully capable of servicing any elevator new or old, the long-term benefits of modernizing a dated elevator typically outweigh the cost of consistent elevator repairs.

Benefits:
- Safety
- Reliability
- Longevity
- Lower Costs
- Reduced Liability
- Streamlined State Testing
- Fixed Budget Expense
- Rapid Response
- Minimized “Be-Backs”
- Higher ROI